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Find beauty not only in the thing itself but in the pattern of the shadows, the light and dark which that thing provides
Jun'ichirō Tanizaki, In Praise of Shadows (陰翳礼讃 / In'ei Raisan)

陰翳 in’ei
	
  
I
single notes
fixed pitches, avoiding even-tempered pitches:
strings: half-harmonics (guitar, using bottleneck)
winds: multiphonic fingerings (though not necessarily multiphonic breath pressure)
brass: slide between standard positions (for trombone); other instruments alter
tempered pitches via embouchure changes
all notes exaggeratedly lengthened:
strings: excessively long bows, taking so long that the string cannot ‘properly’
speak, grainy;
winds & brass: continue each breath beyond normal length, so that pitches begin
to fracture, to the very length of breath;
guitar: e-bow, but held with a fixed grip such that the e-bow itself becomes
increasingly heavy and not entirely under the guitarist’s control
electronics may be used artificially to lengthen acoustic notes yet further, but should be
processed in such a way that a gradual degradation of sound quality occurs. Electronics should
preferably be analogue rather than digital.

II
slowly introduce glissandi, amongst the fixed pitches, alternating, but gradually moving toward
the point where all notes are glissandi
glissandi should begin and end on non-tempered pitches and, though long, should only
encompass a narrow pitch range, no wider than a minor third, at most
to start with, the glissandi should exhibit the same exaggeratedly lengthened qualities as above,
with strings retaining half-harmonic fingerings throughout each glissando, and winds utilizing
lip glissandi rather than changes of fingering.
gradually, glissandi should shorten and move toward finishing on ‘clean’ pitches (though still
non-tempered), with the strings, for instance, at this point beginning on a half-harmonic, but
slowly depressing the finger until the note is ‘normally’ fingered at the close of the glissando
again, analogue electronics may be used artificially to extend glissandi, though these may go
beyond the minor third range suggested above; processing which leads to gradual degradation
of sound should be preferred initially, gradually moving toward purer sound quality
this section continues until all instruments are consistently coming to a close on clean, pure pitches

repeat until the ensemble comes to a sonority where the texture settles and becomes wholly consistent

IV
slowly introduce glissandi, amongst the fixed pitches, alternating, but gradually moving toward
the point where all notes are glissandi
glissandi should begin and end on non-tempered pitches and, though long, should only
encompass a narrow pitch range, no wider than a minor third, at most
to start with, the glissandi should be only so long that a pure, even tone can be retained, but
gradually should become more and more exaggeratedly lengthened, such that the timbral
quality moves from a ‘clean’ to a ‘degraded’ pitch; this should be the reverse of the process in
section II, such that the strings, for instance, should start a glissando with the string fully
depressed, but move to a half-harmonic at the end of the glissando
again, analogue electronics may be used artificially to extend glissandi, though these may go
beyond the minor third range suggested above; processing which promotes pure sound quality
should be preferred initially, gradually moving toward processing which slowly degrades the
sound

III
developing again toward single notes:
at the start extending out the final notes of glissandi into long, fixed non-tempered
pitches, before slowly removing glissandi entirely
this time, pure pitch, but still avoiding even temperament
as in section I, these should be as long as possible, but now without degradation of sound
electronics may be used artificially to extend pitches, if possible helping them to become even
purer, tending toward sine tones where possible
this section should continue until the ensemble settles on a single sonority, where the pitches settle into a
single, consistent, ongoing harmony

this section continues until all instruments are consistently coming to a close on ‘dirty’, ‘degraded’ tones

in’ei should last as long as desired: there is no minimum nor maximum length. in’ei may be performed on its own, or in combination with other musics. Where a single
instrument can comfortably produce polyphonic lines (double stopping or singing through, for example), this would be entirely acceptable, but is not a requirement.
Ideally, it should be performed in a large, highly reverberant acoustic. It may be amplified if desired, or if this makes it possible to create greater consistency between
live and any electronic sound, but it should be consistently extremely quiet, with a dynamic no greater than pp at the loudest, even allowing for amplification. A
performance may begin in any of the above sections. Not all sections need be used. Sections may be used more than once.

	
  

